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Templates for Vocabulary

Remember the twenty -ation words (starvation, examination) orkit,

spelled -ed words (walked, stOpped)or're- words (retake, revise)

a week in elements

school.

Sometimes there we e WeekO

of potpourri

worlds (behead, .catapult, seize, deny,' Pacific). Vygotsky's descriptions.
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4
,

for ,ongeries or. heap and complekes bestexplain the words we memorized
in elementary school. 'Vygotsky (6:59) defined a congeries of 'heap as
'I

./. nonsisting of disparate objec'ts grouped together without any

Thus, congeries was a potpourri week.

."

"In a complex, individual objects are united.

.

. not only by.

.

'subjective impressionS but also by bonds, actually existing between

.4ese objects" (6:61).

The - atiorr, -re, epc. were the bonds existing

,between some of our spelling wordS.

What are college vocabulary books like?

.

sophistication of a complex.

Most of them lack the

Their chapters and exercises have the
.

'

characteristics of congeries,or heaps.

Zuckerman's (7)

is a collection of heaps af'words *at have no bonds.

there is an exercise onsynon

,,tfilhe words are:

Words WordsWOrds
On page twenty-one"

ascribe, analogy,

.

A ,.",p

';.,

improvident, ambiguous, i9tallib1e, doctrine, picturesque, exuberance,
'>,.

exhibitionism, relegated.

..

Wthis potpourri, the bond, if there is one,

runs horizontal to a synonym for the answer in a multiple choice set.
For instance, the word:

ascribe has four words to its right.

The. four

,

words are:

a.

sign

$ILL

correspond

c.

attribute

d.

write.

Thus,

the synonyriA bond runs from ascribe to attribute.

These ten words have-,no intrinsic bond.

Their meanings
%

They are together by chrree,

enote nothing more to the Student than a vague syncretic
I

4

conglomeration of\words that must:be learned.

Their diverse meanings

A

.'.,

, force

thy student to resort to mnemonics.

Usually mnemonics generate a
.

,

1

syncretic mental set resulting inhighly upstable learning.
.

.

9"
V

01

Their presentation

4....4M4441444,,Vix

kra04,4,1i1

4
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preclude co-ordinate, superordinate, and subordinate intersections

which are necessary

or conceptualization.

essential for conceptualization.

A vertical dimension is

The vertical dimension of the

concept behind the word ascribe is expressed by the words:

attribute,

assign, ascribe, impute, etc.

Feinstein's (2) Programmed College Vocabulary 3600 and Davis's (1)
Basic Vocabulary Skills present words in complexes.

Feinstein's book

has four chapters with the bonds being parts of speech (adjectives, verbs,
nouns and five chapters with subject and discipliner

"In a complex,

the bonds between the components are concrete and factual rather than
abstract and logical.

.

." (6:61).

Davis's book also has a disciplinerfocus in the second part.

The

)first four chapters like Feinstein's firsb two chapte s present morphemes.

Congeries best describe their presentation of morphemes.
'

A discipline fodus is more appropriate than one on parts of speech.

However; memorizing words associated with a discipline does not in itself

dead to concept formation or clarificatipn.

The discipline focus could

result in what Vygotsky (6:66) ref etred to as a Pseudo-concept.

The

generalization formed to create a pseudo-concept, although phenotypically
resembling a concept, is psychologically very di

erent from a concept.
1

Vygotsky gave the following explanation of how a pS7udo-concept differs
from a concept.
".

:For instance, when the sample is a-yellow
triangle and the child picks out all the triangles
in the experimental materials, he could hate been
.

xyy

Will' mson

Page
.guided by the general idea or concept of .triangle.
Eicperimental analysis. shows, however, that in reality,
the child is guided by the concrete, visible likeness.
and has formed only an associative complex limited
to a certain kind of perceptual bond.
.

This type of response activates short-term memory which imrolves
only the experience itself.

No consolidation occurs.

built from coded sensory data for permanent storage.
of the,structure and meaning of experiencet

retrieval at a later time."

(5:287).

.

No-template is

"ConceptualizatiOn

.; is conducive to effeciCilie

Foss (3:306) wrote,

seems that a pattern, template, schema 'etc.
behavior is produced to match the pattern.'

,

.

it

/

is learned first, then /

Vygotsky (6:110) explai so

"Concepts do not lie in the child's mind like peas in a bag, without any

bonds between them."
11
.

.

(To) be adequately characterized each concept must be fklaced

within two continua--ronethat represents objective content and a4ther
that represents acts of thought apprehending content.
dete

Their interisection

nes all the relationships of the given concept to others-4-its

co- ordinate, superordinate, and subordinate concepts." (6:112-113).

Hinde (4:7-8) explains the limitations of concepts.
Classifying is a basic human activity: our very
perception of the world depends on our cl.assifying
the sensations we receive. Classification also forms
the basis of all science, because to study natural
phenomena it is necessary first to describe and classify,
them. But the pigeonholes, we use are okteu artificial,
and our dependence upon them may conceal the fact that
they do not quite fit natures
.
(One) of \the first
lessons to be learned is that most classifying systems,
if pressed far enough,odo not, work.
What we must do,
therefore, is to use our categories as tools' and not to
dignify them as absolute'a,,bearing constantly in mind the
sorts of distinctions for which they are useful and the
nature of their limitations.
.

-

4

i'
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This author kn Nas of no college vocabulary book with a format

that challenges the'oApabilit4 of a post-puberty intellect.
,

'Congeries,

complexes and pseudo-COncepts.are th'enatural cognitive functions of the
prepuberty intellect.

Vygotiky (6:58) explains:

The development of the processes which eventually
result in concept formation begins in earliest childhood, but the intellectual functions that in a specific
combination form the psychological basis of the process
of concept formation ripen, take shape, and develop only
at puberty. Before that age, we find certain Antelleotua
formations that perform functions similar to those of the
genuine concepts to come.
Vygotsky (6:54) quotes Rimat a
emancipated from perception, p
his mental possibilities befor
To meet the academic need

concluding, "Thought in.concepts,
demands on the child that exceed

the age of twelve."

of tpe college studentsvocabulary

books must yve formats design d to challenge the post-puberty intellect.
"The d1 evelopment of concepts,

r word meanings; presupposes the develop-

ment of many intelectual functions:

deliberate attention, logicl memory,

abstraction, the ability to cOmpare and to differentiate"

(6:83).

"If

the environment presents no sach tasks to the adolescent, makes no new
demands on him, and does not stimulate his intellect, by providing a

sequence of new goals, his thinking fails to reach the highest stages or

reaches them with great delay" 6:58-59).

Vocabulary study in college

should.focus on the process of concept formation in all its complexity.
This process is a movement of thought within the pyramid of concepts,
constantly alternating between two directions, from the particular to the

general, and from the general to the particular (600).

o
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Learning Assistance Centers can more effect vely meet the college
student's concept and word meaning needs by exercises which will
require the use of two or more of the following sources:
1.

Fernald, J.t., Synonyms, Antonyms, and PrePositions.
New York: Funk and Wagnallsg, 1947.,

2.

Hayakawa, S.I., Modern Guide to Synonyms and Related
Words. New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1968.

3.

Klein, E., A Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary Of
Tile English Language (vol. I A-K; Vol. II L-2). New
York: Elsevier Publishing Company, 1967.
Roget's International Thesaurus.
Crowell, 1962.

5.

New York:

Thomas Y.

Soule; R., Soule's Dictionary Of English Synonyms, Ed.
by A.D. Sheffield, Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1959.

1Skeat, W.W.,.EtymologIcal Dictionary of-the English
Language. London: The Clarendon Press, 1963.
7:

Webster's New Dictionary of Synonyms. Springfield,
Massachusetts: G. and C. Merriam Company, 1973.

8.

Webster's New World Dictionary (CollegeEdition).
York:
The World Publishing Company, 1962.:

New

4'

9.

Veekley, E,- An Etymological Dictionary of Modern English.
New York: E.P. Dutton and Company, 1921..

Flexible uge of these sources will provide students majoring in
any discipline opportunities to improV'e the precision of word meanings
a.

and conceptual clarity.

Students should be encouraged,to purchase their-

own dictionary and'thesaurus.

Students should leave the Learning Assistance

Center committed to the use of a dictionary and a thesaurus after college.,

A good thesaurus has enough synonyms and antonyms for any conceptfor a

Williamson
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(,

student to manipulate in his language structure the mental operations
necessary to transfer that concept from the. plane of action to that

of language, i.e., tore-create it in the imagination so that it can be
(I.expressed at various leve s of precision and intensity.-

A good clic-.

tionary will provide the necessary etymological information for the
student tO discern the metaphorical relationship between the abstract
and concrete concepts represented in many words.

It is this metaphorical

relationship which enables man to have abstract concepts.

Vodabulary

study should explore the metaphorical relationships between.concrete
ss,

and abstract concepts it/order to increase conceptual clarity for absteac
concepts.

A student desiring to increase word meanings and Concpriiii4clariti
for the concept:

feelings could refer toiseCtions 853 (Feelings), 854

(Lack of Feelings), 855 (Excitement), and 856 (Inexcitability) in
Roget's International Thesaurus.

The following are two templates designed

to assist students in developing precision in word meanings and conceptual clarity.

For purposes of illustration, lets consider the
t",

concept:

feelings.

Please note that the first template requires the

use of a dictionary as well as the thesaurus.

''-`;`,,

WilliamsonPage 8.

TEMPLATE I
Syllables

Morphemes

,

_._

Concepts
..-4

I

1-1-

I

i

4-1.

1-1

0 0
W

Feelings

,--1

CU

Cl)

,

W

1 0001
0:1-1

,-4

o

0

3003
00 00

.

Cl)

0

CO

CU

0 .0?.

;

I

V)
ID

WIOX
0 1.-1 0
f/Yti4
030M
0 0 0

W

cd

'0vl'...
4-1

W

Cl)

-....

C.) ,p> c.) ri,

W 'V

.

M.,44

I - 1

.,

'W
0
;IQ L-Bro

W

,

-..,

,v-I

Cl). CU

0

M
4-1

0

..4-1

x

0

A

c1

P,

44
44

g

)4

,.).

0

0

0
co

4.1.

.

4-1

,

M

00

<4

'C,

,,

P

.,03

CO

t

with-.

apathy

ap

thi

path

.,...

Noun.

Y. %-Out

feel

(-)0

,,
,.

plow

aplomb

emotion

mo .

shun

e

ploA ,

be,

(plumb).

lead

-mo

tion

.

to move
tQ stir Noun

.'oft

-,up

....

(tion)

,,.,.

exasperate

ig

pe zas,
'rat

ex
ex

asper:
asper

ate

fery

ent

t64

outs

v.

fur vent'

verb
-ate

toyAow

.

fervent

.'

frota4, rot

Ito boil

adj.

.

-ent
.

sentiment

to sen

sent

ment

ment

to'feel

a state,

of condition

-i -

The thesaurus helps the student to readily identify words used to
express various degrees of precision and intensity for

the concept being

studies.

The dictionary aids the studellt in both phonic and structural
r---analysis. Phonic analysis for the most'part is based upon syllables in

the English language.

As soon as the student understands there are only:

four basic types of,syllables in oral language, he has the foundation
necessary to discover how twenty-six graphem'es represent the forty plus
phonemes of English.

Many students need this understanding 1efore they

can improve their spelling.

O
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Structural analysis reveals to th'e student the, metaphorical
o

_relationships between concrete'and abstract concepts, represented by
words.

It is the morphemes that hold the keys to this knowledge.

example, the word:

exasperate has as a foundationithe concrete concepts

of out and:rough.

When a person is exasperated, the rough aspects of

his pertonality emerge or come'out.. The 'suffix:

-a e,suggest the act

or process of the revealing of these roughaspects.
0

For

Thus, -ate.is,a

grammatical mo4vpheme whi hpermits exasperate to be used as a verb in
English.s'yntax.

.

Vocabulary books. assume too much, when they do not offer
)

'exercises in phodi

nd structural analysis.
4

Template II is a "tru ture for .critical thinking.

It requires,

'a student to consider. how positive or hiaWnegative a particul'at4word
."

expresses a Oancept.

Critical readidg requires a.close loqk at the

author's choice of words:

His choice can best.be evaluated on a scale

'

which includes,'synonyMs and antonyms The topography of a concept is
the sum of the preCision and ,intensity expressed by its synonyms and
antonyms.

Template II focuses -on the topography of the concept:

r emotions.
(.1

TEMPLATE II
0.

gative

Positi e
V
0

o

4.1

I

6

-14

w

-

td

,-I

co

-

E

-o

M''''.!'

a

'0

C3.

I

0

o3

.=4

$.4

. 0

0
M

.1.3

o
a,
$.4

-I

'0

0
N

1

a)

.

feelings

.i

A
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TemPlates,sould'not be used in force students into- patterns of
convergent thinking.

They should be used to help students structure
0

their thinking.

They should provide students with-the opportunities to

discuss, to compare, to re-create with language the content of experience.
Templates are not designed, to make concept formation or modification

Th

easy.

are designed to make concept formation or modificatignpos-.
4

esible.

Vygotsky (6:85) remilids us that ".

.

.

concepts are not simply

acquired by rote but eirolve With the aid of strenuous' mental activity.

.

"The result is a ceaseless struggle within. the developing langUage be.

^

tween conceptual thought and.

.

thinking in'complexes" (6:74).

"It

0

should be noted,

;ha.t

even the normal'adult, capable of forming.

and ,using concepts', does not consistently operate with conc
thinking.

s in his

.(T)he adult constantly shifts from conceptual to concrete;
f

The tranSitional, pseudo-concept form of thought
.t

.

,

N

complexlike thinking.

is not confined

'

i

,

..
I

to child thinking; we too resort, to"it very often in

our daily life."

(67-5).
A

"The

neatest difficulty of aLF.is the application of a concept,.

to new concrete situations that must be viewed in these abstract terms7-a

a kind of transfer usual,Ly maatered only toward the end,of the adoles;,
cent period.

The transition from the abstract to the concrete proves
J

just as arduous.

.

abstract." (6:80).

.

as the e rlier transition from the concrete to the
Instruct on in and vocabulary study fo

the college

.

student should ,be oriented toward his post-puberty, intellect and not
4

toward his pre-puberty intellect.

The only good kind. of instruction and
0

study is that which mmxches ahead of what hag already been Z\
learned and

sleads to what student is capable of knowing.

"

Williamson
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